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What a cute story! A turkey is afraid he’ll get eaten for Thanksgiving, so he disguises himself as the 
animals he sees on the farm. However, the other animals see right through his disguises so he keeps 
trying different ones. He is disguised as a rooster, but when the farmer and his wife cant find the 
turkey, they start looking for the rooster. The turkey has one last disguise- a pizza delivery person! The 
farmer and his wife enjoy pizza instead of turkey and turkey gets to survive Thanksgiving. 

My students always love having pieces to act out and retell stories. Using picture pieces as I read aloud 
stories improved student engagement and comprehension, so I made these pieces to use in your pocket 
chart. As you tell the story, move the pieces onto the farm background. 

After reading aloud to children, act out the story whole-group! Act out each animal the turkey disguises 
himself as, and compare/contrast his disguise to the real animal. 

Then, kids can retell the story to the class or each other using the pocket chart pieces. This makes a 
great drama center.
Finally, they complete the sequencing page and use it for retelling as well. You can add this to the drama 
center for them to do after using the pocket chart pieces, or do this whole-group after the read-
aloud.

Some other ideas:

• Have kids brainstorm other disguises Turkey could make. Which animals would make sense in that 
story (farm animals)? 

• Craft: give kids a turkey template and random supplies (scraps, beads, pompoms) and let them 
make a disguise.

• I have a Making Inferences PowerPoint that goes perfectly with this mini-pack! Kids read the clues 
and infer the turkey disguise before clicking to see him. It also comes with printables. Click the 
pictures below to see it on TpT.
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You can use the pictures as you 
read aloud, as reinforcement and 
preview for when you retell. Or, 
you can read the book first, then 
use the cards to retell.
First, we talk about the setting 
with the background picture. 

Then, move the pieces to 
go with the story. You 
can place all the pieces 
at the bottom of our 
pocket chart to start, so 
you can grab them 
quickly.

Place the animals on 
top of the turkey 
card when he 
disguises, then behind 
the turkey when the 
next animal comes 
along.

Retelling Pieces
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Here is a sample retelling:

Turkey was afraid the farmer would 
eat him. But he had an idea!

He disguised himself as 
Horse!

Cow said, “Hi, Turkey!”

“Gobble gobble!” whined Turkey.
“How did you know it was me?” 
“You’re too short,” said Cow.

So Turkey disguised himself 
as Cow! Pig said, “Hi Turkey!”

“Gobble, gobble! How did 
you know it was me?”
“You’re too skinny,” said Pig.

(continue with all animals). . .
Turkey disguised himself as 
rooster.

The farmer and his wife were 
looking for the turkey. They 
couldn’t find him so they 
looked for Rooster. Turkey had
1 last disguise!

“Ding dong!” “Did you order 
pizza?” the farmer’s wife asked. 
The farmer said, “Nope! But it’s 
a good idea!” They had pizza and 
turkey got away!www.BrendaTejeda.com



After the read-aloud, 
act out the story by 
pretending to be the 
animals the turkey 
disguised himself as 
(neigh and gallop as a 
horse, moo as a cow, 
etc). You can also 
compare and contrast 
the turkey’s disguises to 
the real animal.

Next, kids use the 
following printable to 
retell and sequence the 
story. They move the 
pieces into the box as 
they retell and glue the 
pieces down in order. 
Finally they write the 
ending.
*You can also put the 
pieces on popsicle sticks 
to make a puppet show. www.BrendaTejeda.com
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Did you 
order 
pizza?

Nope! But, 
it’s a good 

idea!

Where’s 
the 

turkey?
I don’t know!
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Build or Disguise a Turkey!

FREE Digital Version

FREE when you sign up for 
my free weekly emails!

https://bit.ly/FREEBuildaTurkey
https://bit.ly/FREEBuildaTurkey


Click the images for more 
November resources !
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